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abstract
In April 2007, Piton de la 

eruption. We present here a 

data recorded with a dense 
GPS network specifically dedicated to the analysis of deformation related to the

summit collapse structures. Despite a collapse of more than 300 m in the central zone, the geometry of the

new caldera is similar in map view to that of the pre-existing collapsed structure, which was formed from the
Fournaise volcano experienced a caldera collapse during its largest historical

structural analysis both of the caldera and the surrounding area, and precise GPS

coalescence of several pit craters. The caldera shows an asymmetric inner geometry with sub-vertical walls

in the NW quadrant and steep scarps composed of inward tilted blocks in the southern half. The presence of

preserved polished surfaces on the lower part of the sub-vertical scarp indicates that it corresponds to the

caldera north-western ring fault. The April 2007 caldera collapse led to the development and the reactivation

of concentric fractures on the caldera rim, mostly along the southern limit of the caldera. GPS data show that

fractures result from radial extensional stresses that are restricted within thefirst tens of meters of the

caldera edge. GPS data also reveal that the caldera collapse was coeval with a centripetal deflation, whose

magnitude is largest along the southern half of the caldera. The displacements recorded by GPS result from

both a general deflation, due to magma withdrawal from Piton de la Fournaise's summit magma chamber,

and additional local effects related to the caldera collapse. Comparison of the caldera collapses at Piton de la

Fournaise, Miyakejima and Fernandina reveals striking similarities, with cyclic seismic signals accompanying

small-scale deflation–inflation cycles. This strongly suggests a common mode of collapse. Hence, we propose

a unifying model of caldera collapse in basaltic setting, in which the inward deflation due to magma

withdrawal from the magma chamber prevents the collapse of the caldera roof until the gravitational stress

acting on the rock column above the magma chamber exceeds the shear strength along pre-existing ring

faults. The downward displacement stops when the pressure increase into the magma chamber is able to

again sustain the rock column. The succession of (1) inward deflation that prevents the collapse, (2) collapse

due to gravitational stress and (3) stopping of the downward motion is repeated many times. The frequency

of the cycles is influenced by the rate of magma withdrawal and by the amount of intrusion of magma along

the ring faults.
1. Introduction

Basaltic volcanoes present summit calderas, whose formation is

related in most cases to lateral magma migration from a shallow

magma reservoir (e.g. MacDonald, 1965). Observations of basaltic

calderas worldwide, and the few recorded collapse events, show

common structural characteristics and collapse mechanisms, which

can be summarised as follows. First, caldera collapses are contem-

poraneous with a periodic seismicity underlined by either a very-long-
fax: +33 262 262 93 82 66.
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period seismic signal (Miyakejima in 2000,Kumagai et al., 2001)or

large earthquakes, i.e. betweenMs4.4 and 5.5 (Fernandina in 1968,

Simkin and Howard, 1970; Filson et al., 1973). Despite differences in

the type of seismic signal, their periodicity has been interpreted in

the same way, i.e. an intermittent collapse of the rock column into

the magma chamber (Simkin and Howard, 1970; Filson et al., 1973;

Kumagai et al., 2001). Questions remain on the source of the

periodicity which is interpreted as being controlled either by the

constant magma outflow (Kumagai et al., 2001), by an irregular

geometry of the bottom of the collapsing rock column (Filson et al.,

1973) or by regular stress built up along the caldera fault, which is

sporadically relieved by movement along the ring fault (Simkin and
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Howard, 1970). Second, analyses of the surface deformation have

long-revealed that collapses are coeval with centripetal deflation of

the edifice (Wilson, 1935; Ryan et al., 1983). Both deformations, i.e. the

collapse and the inward subsidence, result from pressure decrease

within the magma chamber and/or the plumbing system (Mogi, 1958;

Walsh and Decker, 1971; Ito and Yoshioka, 2002). Third, collapse

calderas often show peripheral concentric extensional fractures

hundreds of metres from the edge of their caldera rim (Simkin and

Howard, 1970; Lénat and Bachèlery, 1990; Troll et al., 2002; Acocella,

2006; Carter et al., 2007). The various authors describe an increase of

extension and vertical displacements close to the caldera rim, but

their interpretations differ. The changes in rim geometry are thought

to result from superficial processes postdating the caldera formation

(Acocella, 2006), from extensional stresses related to the centripetal

subsidence (Branney, 1995), or from inflation–deflation cycles (Lénat

and Bachèlery, 1990).

In April 2007, Piton de la Fournaise volcano experienced a caldera

collapse during its largest historical eruption (Michon et al., 2007). We

present here the summit deformation accompanying this event. We

integrate a detailed analysis of both concentric fractures and intra-

caldera structures and faults, with high precision GPS data from a

dense network implemented surrounding the caldera. Our study

benefited from an initialfield and GPS campaign carried out in March

2007, a few days before the onset of the eruption and collapse. The GPS

network has been reoccupied twice, in May and November 2007, in

order to determine the syn-collapse and post-collapse displacements,

respectively. This paper aims at determining the relationship between

the concentric fractures and the collapse. It also attempts to better

understand the collapse mechanism and its relation to eruption

dynamics. Finally, it addresses the role of pre-existing structures in the

development of a new caldera.

2. Geological setting

Piton de la Fournaise volcano is one of the world's most active

volcanoes (Lénat and Bachèlery, 1987). At the edifice scale, it is

characterised by two NE and SE rift zones and an E–W U-shaped

caldera formed around 4.5 ka ago (Bachèlery, 1981;Fig. 1a and b). The

volcanic activity is concentrated in the upper part of the U-shaped

structure, the Enclos caldera, where the accumulation of volcanic

products has built up a steep central cone (Michon et al., 2009-this

issue). Prior to April 2007, the summit of the active cone was cut by

two collapse structures: Bory in the west, which is currently inactive,

and Dolomieu in the east, the location of the caldera collapse during

the large April 2007 eruption (Fig. 1c). Before this collapse, the

elongated shape of the pre-existing Dolomieu was the result of the

coalescence of several pit craters (Lénat and Bachèlery, 1990; Carter et

al., 2007). The largest of these events occurred between 1933 and

1936, during which the eastern half of Dolomieu experienced a 150 m-

deep collapse (Fig. 1d;Lacroix, 1939; Bachèlery, 1981). Until 1953, the

western part of Dolomieu also suffered recurrent collapses that were

accompanied by progressive subsidence of the craterfloor. From 1953

the lava accumulated during the frequent summit eruptions and

progressively filled the collapse structure, whose outer contour

remained unchanged until March 2007, despite the small pit crater

collapse in 1986 (Hirn et al., 1991) and a brutal but minor subsidence

in 2002 (Fig. 1d;Longpré et al., 2007). It is noteworthy that the August

2006–January 2007 summit eruption created a lava pile of 20–30 m on

the Dolomieufloor,filling the crater and overtopping the eastern

caldera wall (Michon et al., 2007).

In 1990, a detailed structural analysis of the summit of the active

cone revealed a complex network of concentric extensional fractures

concentrated around Dolomieu only (Fig. 1d;Lénat and Bachèlery,

1990). It also highlighted the asymmetric distribution of the

concentric fractures around the east and west parts of Dolomieu.

The eastern rim of Dolomieu was characterised by a few fractures
restricted to a 50–80 m wide zone. In contrast, concentric fractures

were scattered within a 200–300 m wide zone around the western

half of Dolomieu. The northern limit of this fracture network coincides

with a topographic break-in-slope that corresponds to the hidden

boundary of a paleo-pit crater (Lénat and Bachèlery, 1990; Michon

et al., 2009-this issue). South of Dolomieu, the Petit Plateau paleo-pit

crater,formed around 1911 (Bachèlery, 1981), consists of an

independent system of concentric fractures that delimitates the

hidden collapsed structure. The age of the overall fracture system is

hard to determine. However, the lack of any significant fractures south

of the western fracture zones, where the lava emitted by the 1936 and

1956 eruptive fissures covers the surface (Fig. 1d), suggests that

fractures in the west predate these eruptions. In the east, the similar

distribution of both the limits of the 1933–1936 pit crater and the

peripheral concentric fractures supports a temporal relationship

between the main collapse event and the development of extension

fractures close to the rim. Since 1990, the only significant change in

the concentric fracture system was observed during the August 2006–

January 2007 eruption, during which fractures close to the rim in the

south-eastern part of Dolomieu opened of a few tens of centimetres to

a few metres. These fractures accommodated the progressive inward

tilting of rock panels torn apart from the rim of the collapse structure.

The April 2007 caldera collapse of Piton de la Fournaise occurred

during the largest historical eruption, starting on 30th March and

ended the 1st May 2007. Although the detailed evolution of the

eruption has already been presented (Michon et al., 2007; Staudacher

et al., 2009-this issue), we summarise below the main characteristics

that allow us to interpret the origin and dynamics of the caldera

collapse. On 30th March, afirst eruptivefissure opened south-east of

the central cone at about 1900 m above sea level (Fig. 1b). After less

than 10 h, the magma emission ceased, whereas the summit

seismicity remained at a very high level. The magma emission started

anew on 2nd April when an eruptivefissure opened at about 600 m

asl, 7 km away from the summit (Fig. 1b). The rate at which magma

was discharged, which was already large, increased during 5th April

contemporaneouslywith a summit centripetal deflation. Thefirst

summit collapse occurred on 5th April at 20:48, contemporary to a

magnitude 3.2 volcano-tectonic event (Michon et al., 2007). It was

immediately followed by a sudden centrifugal uplift of the caldera rim

(Michon et al., 2007; Staudacher et al., 2009-this issue). The collapse

also had a striking impact at the eruption site where the seismic signal

increased by around 50%. Then, both the seismic signal and the

summit displacements began to occur in cycles characterised by an

inward deflation accompanied by an increase of the seismic signal,

ending with a sharp outward uplift contemporaneous with sudden

decrease of the seismicity. The cycle frequency gradually increased

from 2 h to 30 min (Michon et al., 2007; Staudacher et al., 2009-this

issue). A total of 38 collapse events were distinguished between 5th

April, 20:48, and 7th April, 00:40. First observations of the new

caldera, in the afternoon of 6th April, revealed that the 16first

collapses triggered the development of most of the summit collapse

caldera (Michon et al., 2007). Disregarding continued spalling of material

from the caldera wall, thefinal geometry of the caldera was attained on

10th April. The eruption continued at a low level until the 1st May 2007.

3. Summit deformation related to the April 2007 eruption

3.1. Structural analysis

On 6th April, thefirst observations indicated that the collapse was

elongated along an E–W axis and concentrated in the northern part of

Dolomieu (see Fig. 4b inMichon et al., 2007). It was bounded by 200–

300 m-high subvertical scarps in the east, west and north, and by

subsiding terraces in the south. Two annular plateaus corresponding

to the pre-existingfloor of Dolomieu remained in the E and SW (see

Fig. 4 inMichon et al., 2007).





Fig. 2.a—The April 2007 caldera. The maximum depth is located in the northern half of the caldera. Note the differences between the northern and southern calderaflanks. New

concentric fractures are represented by arrows. Fractures opened essentially south of the caldera. Souf: Soufrière pit crater. b— View of the north-western caldera wall. Several

polished surfaces were preserved few days after the caldera collapse until destruction of this scarp by landslide in May 2007.
At the end of the collapse, on 10th April, the new caldera had a

maximum depth of 320–340 m (Michon et al., 2007; Urai et al., 2007)

at the location of the initial collapsed structure. The deepest part of the

caldera is covered by scree resulting from the frequent rock slides

from the caldera walls (Fig. 2a). Two different topographic expres-

sions of the collapse are distinguished. The southern, eastern and

north-eastern walls have average slopes of 40–50°, whereas the north-
Fig. 1.a—Location of Piton de la Fournaise volcano on La Réunion Island. b—Location of the

April 2nd are located by 1 and 2, respectively. SNEg and GITg correspond to the reference r

summit collapsed structures of Dolomieu and Bory. Benchmarks measured in March and Ma

network around the summit collapsed structures (afterLénat and Bachèlery, 1990).
western wall is sub-vertical (70–80°). The distribution of these two

distinct geometries coincides with the structure differences observed

on 6th April. The north-western calderaflank already existed on 6th

April, by which time it was bounding the northern collapse structure.

The preservation of polished surfaces, found only on the lower half of

this scarp (Fig. 2b), suggests that the north-western caldera wall

corresponds to an inward-dipping ring fault. In contrast, the geometry
 eruptive centre within the Enclos caldera. Eruptivefissures opened on March 30th and

eceivers of the summit GPS network. c— Distribution of the benchmarks around the

y 2007 (yellow), in May and November (black) and for both periods (red). d—Fracture



Fig. 3.Contours of the summit structures before and after the caldera collapse. Fracture width along three radial profiles measured in February and May 2007.
of the southern, eastern and north-easternflanks post-dates 6th April.

This likely results from the inward subsidence of the southern and

eastern plateaus similar to that observed during the caldera formation

at Miyakejima (Geshi et al., 2002).

In map view, Dolomieu was a 1–1.1 km-long and 0.76–0.80 km-

wide elongated structure before the April 2007 eruption (Fig. 3). The

April 2007 caldera collapse constitutes the largest collapse event ever

observed at Piton de la Fournaise. However, despite a collapse of

several hundreds of metres, the contour of the new caldera did not

significantly change. The new caldera widened only a few tens of

metres in the north, west and south parts, mostly a few days after the

caldera collapse (Fig. 3). The similar geometry of the pre-existing

collapse structure and the new caldera, and the lateral growth of the
initial collapse up to the pre-existing Dolomieu boundary can be

compared to the map view evolution of the caldera collapse at

Miyakejima, where the initial caldera grew laterally up to approxi-

mately the limit of the pre-existing 2.5 ka-old Hatchodaira caldera

(Geshi et al., 2002).

We also showed in Section 2 that, prior to 2007, the rim of Dolomieu

was affected by asymmetrically distributed concentric fractures (Fig. 1).

Three radial profiles were implemented in February 2007 around

Dolomieu, at different distances from the caldera edge, in order to

determine the potential reactivation of these fractures during collapse

events (Fig. 3). The effect of the April 2007 caldera collapse has been

evaluated by a reiteration of the profiles in May 2007.Fig. 3, which

shows the fracture width before and after the collapse, illustrates the



influence of the April 2007 caldera collapse in the fracture system. It

clearly shows that the collapse reactivated only the closest fractures to

the caldera edge, and had no impact away from the edge. The

concentration of the deformation is corroborated by the development

of a narrow fracture system within thefirst tens of metres from the

caldera edge, the density of which varies laterally. The new concentric

fractures are densely distributed around the southern part of the

caldera, whereas they are nearly non-existent in the east (Fig. 2a).

3.2. GPS data

Since 2001, the deformation of Piton de la Fournaise related to

dyke intrusion has been regularly monitored by the GPS network of

the Piton de la Fournaise Volcano Observatory (OVPF/IPGP;Peltier,

2007). This network, which is composed of about 80 stainless steel

benchmarks cemented around the crater, on theflanks and at the base

of the summit cone, accurately measures large scale deformation of

the Piton de la Fournaise edifice, but is inadequate to evaluate in detail

the summit deformation linked to collapse events. Hence, we

implemented a new GPS network in November 2005, specifically

dedicated to the structural analysis in a narrow zone around Bory and

Dolomieu.
Fig. 4.Displacements between March and May 2007. a—Total displacements (in cm). b—Dis

(in cm).
3.2.1. Methodology

The new GPS network is composed of 62 benchmarks (geodetic

nailsfixed into massive lava) installed along 24 radial profiles, and of

two permanent receivers of the OVPF/IPGP located at the summit and

outside the Enclos caldera (Fig. 1b and c). The position of each point of

the network was measured before the eruption (in March 2007), and

twice after the eruption (in May and November 2007). This allows the

determination of the deformation related to the April 2007 caldera

collapse and the residual subsidence following this event. Measure-

ments were performed in differential mode with dual-frequencies

receivers (2 Ashtech Zextrem and 2 Trimble NetRS). The SNEg summit

receiver of the permanent GPS network of OVPF/IPGP (Fig. 1) was

used as reference. Its position was systematically calculated with

respect to a stable permanent receiver (GITg) located outside the

Enclos caldera. The location of SNEg was precisely measured in static

mode during 6 h with a 1 s sampling rate. In a way similar to

measurements at Merapi volcano (Beauducel et al., 2006), measure-

ments of the benchmarks were performed with a small base line

(b1.5 km), a 1 s sampling rate and station on the benchmarks of 3 min.

During each GPS campaign, several benchmarks were measured twice

with a time interval of several hours in order to take into account not

only the instrumental RMS values, but also the handling error. Thus,
placement vectors for horizontal components. c—Horizontal and vertical components



Fig. 5.Horizontal/vertical ratio for the period between March and May 2007. TheH/Vratios are linearly organised suggesting a predominant common source of deformation.
the average horizontal precision calculated for each benchmark is of

1.1 cm and the vertical average precision is of 0.8 cm.

3.2.2. Displacements between March and May 2007

Between March and May 2007, the summit of Piton de la Fournaise

experienced a progressive pre-eruptive outward inflation, additional

uplift related to a dyke intrusion, and the caldera collapse. The

permanent GPS network of the OVPF/IPGP clearly shows that the

initial outward deformation was of minor importance with respect to

the eastward dyke intrusion and much less than that measured during

the caldera collapse (Peltier et al., 2009-this issue). Hence, most of the

displacements inferred from our GPS campaigns in March and May

2007 result from the collapse event. Only the easternmost bench-

marks are significantly influenced by the 30th March intrusion.

Our GPS data clearly show the large centripetal deformation

related both to magma chamber deflation and the collapse event

(Fig. 4b). When excluding the easternmost data points, which were

also affected by the 30th March dyke intrusion that led to the opening

of eruptivefissures SE of the cone (Fig. 1b), the displacement values

range between 31 and 253 cm (Fig. 4a). It is likely that the latter value,

which strongly differs from the surrounding ones, results from the

displacement of an isolated block. The largest surface displacements

are located on the southern caldera rim, where values higher than

130 cm are reached close to the caldera wall. Our data also exhibit a

sharp decrease of the displacements (−38 to−61%) in thefirst two

hundred metres from the northern and southern caldera edge. Such

differences, which suggest the occurrence of extensional stresses on

the proximal caldera rim, can be correlated with the location of the

new concentric fractures, i.e. in a narrow zone around the western half

of the caldera (Fig. 2a). Additional information can be found in the

direction of the displacement vectors, which indicate the approximate

location of the deflation source (Walsh and Decker, 1971). Here, the

overall displacements suggest a deflation source elongated along a

N75 axis that corresponds to the direction of elongation of the pre-

existing Dolomieu and of the 6th April initial collapse (Fig. 2a).

The comparison of the horizontal and vertical components of

displacement provides further information that can be used to better

constrain the geometry of the deflation source (Dieterich and Decker,

1975). GPS data show that the summit deflation led mostly to
Fig. 6.Displacements measured for the period between May and November 2007. a—Total displac

ratio.
horizontal displacements (Figs. 4c and 5). For every benchmark, the

ratio between horizontal and vertical displacements, theH/Vratio, is

always higher than 1 (Fig. 5). It shows a remarkably linear distribution

with an average value around 2, confirming that most of the

benchmark displacements measured between March and May result

from a similar, and likely a single origin, i.e. the syn-collapse deflation.

The GPS network of the OVPF/IPGP also recorded predominant

horizontal displacements at the base of the cone (Peltier et al., 2009-

this issue). Despite lateral variations between the western and eastern

parts, along each transect, the closer to the caldera edge, the lower theH/

Vratios (Fig. 5). Then, with the exception of the caldera walls, which

suffered mostly vertical displacements, the central cone of Piton de la

Fournaise experienced a predominant centripetal“horizontal collapse”.

3.2.3. Displacements between May and November 2007

The GPS network has been reoccupied in November 2007 in order

to identify post-collapse subsidence. Data show that during the

6 month-long period, the caldera rim continued to slightly subside

(Fig. 6). According toStaudacher et al. (2009-this issue), 95% of the

post-collapse deformation occurred during thefirst 3 months and the

remaining 5% during July to November 2007. The distribution of the

displacements for the period between May and November 2007

differs from that of the period between March and May 2007. The

direction of the displacement vectors and the distribution of the

largest displacements around the western half of the collapse caldera,

could suggest a deflation source located below the western half of the

caldera (Fig. 6). However, it cannot be excluded that the difference in

the deformation pattern results from local deformation. It is

noteworthy that the latest caldera wall destabilisations only occurred

along the western scarps, where the inward displacements were still

significant. Contrary to theH/Vratios for the period between March

and May 2007, which show important lateral variations, theH/V

ratios for the period between May and November 2007 present a

homogeneous spatial distribution with values lower close to the

caldera edge than at the distal extremity of the transects (Fig. 6c). This

suggests an identical deformation style all around the caldera, which

is independent of the amount of deformation. In consequence, our GPS

data provides information both on the source and the mode of

deformation.
ements (in cm). b—Displacement vectors for horizontal components. c—Horizontal/vertical





4. Discussion

4.1. Origin of the concentric fractures around basaltic calderas

Concentric fractures consist of extensional structures that are

commonly observed around calderas. For example, at Erta 'Ale, (1)

they are found within 20–60 m of the caldera rim, (2) their distance

from the rim increases with the height of the caldera scarps, and (3)

their opening width tends to increase when they are nearer to the rim

(Acocella, 2006). Their development is consequently interpreted in

terms of gravitational destabilisation of the caldera walls after the

collapse (Acocella, 2006). At Fernandina, a similar fracture network

has been observed around the caldera after the 1968 collapse (Simkin

and Howard, 1970). Fractures are present on the rim 500 m from the

edge and their density and size increase approaching the edge.

Contrary to Erta 'Ale, the fracture network is interpreted as resulting

from the collapse event (Simkin and Howard, 1971). These different

interpretations of similar fracture networks raise the question of the

multiple origins of the concentric fractures. Considering the con-

centric fracture network of Piton de la Fournaise, we propose several

mechanisms that lead to the development or reactivation of

concentric fractures.

1- The analysis of the fracture network before and after the April 2007

caldera collapse of Piton de la Fournaise reveals that concentric

fractures do form on the caldera rim during collapse events. At

Piton de la Fournaise, they are restricted to a few tens of metres of

the caldera edge. A combination of GPS and structural data

indicates that their formation is related to extensional stresses,

which affected the proximal part of the caldera rim. They

developed essentially south of the caldera where the sub-vertical

part of the walls is of a few tens of metres (Fig. 2). The lack of

correlation between the fracture density and the height of the

caldera walls suggests that most of the extensional stresses do not

result from local gravitational effects. This process can however not

be entirely ruled out, specifically for the nearest fractures of the

caldera edge. In consequence, we propose that most of the new

concentric fractures result from extensional stresses that affect the

proximal part of the caldera rim during the inward tilt of the

calderafloor during successive collapses of the rock column. Such a

mechanism is supported by the spatial correlation between the

densest fracture zone and the tilted blocks around and into the

southern half of the caldera. The development of the new fracture

network was coeval with the reactivation of the pre-existing

concentric fractures, which were the closer to the edge (Fig. 3).

2- Concentric fractures form at the limit of paleo-collapsed structures

such as Petit Plateau and the western paleo-pit crater (Fig. 1d). The

concentric fractures around these paleo-collapsed structures could

result from a progressive subsidence due to compaction of the

formations thatfilled the depression. However, 90–95% of the

filling is composed of massive lava bodies that can hardly be

compacted and the upper lava unit, whichflowed outside the

crater, is also affected by the concentric fractures. We propose that

the whole paleo-collapsed structures may slightly subside during

later collapses, triggering the development of circumferential

extensional fractures above their hidden limits. Such a mechanism

is suggested by our GPS data, which show for the period between

March and May 2007 vertical displacements of the benchmarks

located above the Petit Plateau paleo-pit crater between 20 and

40% greater than those outside the structure.

3- Finally, concentric fractures are reactivated during the progressive

filling of the caldera. This process has been clearly observed during

the August 2006–January 2007 summit eruption, during which

concentric fractures progressively opened while lava accumulated

within Dolomieu. It is likely that the extensional stresses that

favour the fracture reactivation in a narrow zone around the
caldera result from the increased weight of lava accumulated in the

collapsed structure.

In summary, our observations of the concentric fractures between

August 2006 and November 2007 allowed us to distinguish three

mechanisms of fracture formation and reactivation. Contrary to

Acocella (2006), we doubt that gravitational instabilities of the

caldera wall explain the development of an entire concentric fracture

network. The similarities between the fracture networks around the

April 2007 caldera of Piton de la Fournaise and the caldera of Erta 'Ale

rather suggest that the concentric fractures at Erta 'Ale may result

from extension stresses related to the caldera collapse and maybe to

theprogressivefilling of the caldera.

4.2. Origin and dynamics of caldera collapse

The geometry of caldera ring faults and the conditions required to

promote a caldera collapse have been intensively studied during the

last decades (e.g.Marti et al., 1994; Gudmundsson, 1998; Acocella

et al., 2000; Roche et al., 2000, 2001; Roche and Druitt, 2001; Walter

and Troll, 2001; Folch and Marti, 2004; Acocella, 2007). However, very

few dealt with the dynamics of the collapse, i.e. continuous collapse or

pulsating collapse, although the related magma deposits (Rosi et al.,

1996; Reubi and Nicholls, 2004) and monitoring data (Filson et al.,

1973; Kumagai et al., 2001) show contrasting behaviours. We

compare, in what follows, the deformation and seismic data

monitored during the caldera collapses of Fernandina, 1968, Miyake-

jima, 2000 and Piton de la Fournaise, 2007, in order to (1) stress the

similarities between each event and consequently (2) determine a

unifying mechanism that explains the different dynamics of caldera

collapse.

Deformation data at Miyakejima and Piton de la Fournaise show

that the caldera collapses have been preceded by an inward deflation

of the edifice (Ukawa et al., 2000; Michon et al., 2007; Staudacher

et al., 2009-this issue). The seismicity, which was characterised by

frequent volcano-tectonic (VT) events before the onset of the subsidence,

drastically changed once Miyakejima and Piton de la Fournaise started

to deflate. The VT events disappeared and a low-frequency seismic

signal progressively increased (Ukawa et al., 2000; Michon et al.,

2007). The initial deflation phase ended by a sudden outward uplift of

the edifice coeval with a magnitude 3.2 VT event at Piton de la

Fournaise and a very-long-period event at Miyakejima (Kumagai et al.,

2001; Michon et al., 2007). Afterwards, the edifices experienced

identical deformation patterns with a succession of cycles charac-

terised by a progressive deflation immediately followed by a sudden

uplift (Fig. 7a). The deformation cycles were contemporaneous with a

pulsating seismic signal (Kumagai et al., 2001; Michon et al., 2007). At

Piton de la Fournaise, every cycle was characterised by a progressive

amplification of the seismic signal, which then suddenly decreased to

alowlevel(Fig. 7b). The periodicity of the cycles gradually increased

from 2 h to 30 min. Among the 38 cycles, only the two earliest ones

were ended by large volcano-tectonic events (Michon et al., 2007). At

Miyakejima, the seismicity evolved during each deformation cycles

from an increasing swarm-like activity of low-frequency earthquakes

coeval with the progressive deflation, up to very-long-period seismic

events during the outward uplift (Ukawa et al., 2000; Kumagai et al.,

2001). The cyclic distribution of the seismicity at Piton de la Fournaise

and Miyakejima shows striking similarities with the seismicity

monitored by a regional seismic network mostly distributed in

North and South America during the 1968 caldera collapse of

Fernandina. Indeed, the caldera formation was coeval with the

occurrence of 30 earthquakes, the magnitude of which exceeded 4.5

(Fig. 7b;Filson et al., 1973). Each main event was preceded by an

increase of the seismicity and followed by an almost aseismic period.

This distribution consequently suggests the existence of seismic cycles

whose duration progressively decreased from 6 h to 2 h. Note that the

largest earthquakes,MsN5, appeared during thefirst seismic cycles



Fig. 7.a—Deformation recorded by radial tiltmeters at Miyakejima (Ukawa et al., 2000) and Piton de la Fournaise (Staudacher et al., 2009-this issue) during the caldera collapses.

Here, the increase and decrease of angle (in microradian) indicate summit deflation and inflation, respectively. b—Seismicity during the collapse of Piton de la Fournaise (Michon et

al., 2007) and Fernandina (Filson et al., 1973). See text for discussion.
(Fig. 7b). Despite differences in the type of seismic signal (VT or very-

long-period events) that may originate from the geometry of the ring

faults and the type of seismic networks, this overview of both the

seismicity and the deformation recorded at Fernandina, Miyakejima

and Piton de la Fournaise strongly suggests that each caldera collapse

occurred in a similar way.

It has already been proposed that the main earthquakes at

Fernandina, the very-long-period events at Miyakejima and the

sharp decreases of the seismic signal at Piton de la Fournaise originate

from the incremental collapse of the rock column into the magma

chamber (Simkin and Howard, 1970; Filson et al., 1973; Kumagai et al.,

2001; Michon et al., 2007). Although the periodicity is an obvious

common feature, its origin has been interpreted in different ways for

each volcano. The periodic very-long-period events and collapses at

Miyakejima have been considered as to be caused by the constant

magma outflow, which episodically sucked the rock column into the

magma reservoir (Kumagai et al., 2001). At Fernandina, the irregular

geometry of the bottom of the collapsing rock column (Filson et al.,

1973) and the regular stress built up along the caldera fault, which is

sporadically relieved by movement along the ring fault (Simkin and

Howard, 1970), are two different mechanisms that have been

proposed to explain the step by step collapse.
Combining the different characteristics of the caldera collapses at

Fernandina, Miyakejima and Piton de la Fournaise, we put forward a

unifying mechanism of basaltic caldera formation. We focus our

discussion on calderas related to magma withdrawal from a magma

chamber during eruptions or intrusions. Calderas formed by the

deformation of the hydrothermal system (e.g.Merle and Lénat, 2003;

Merle et al., 2006) are consequently not addressed in this paper.

First of all, the deformation of the summit of basaltic volcanoes is

intimately linked to large lateral eruptions or magma intrusions

(MacDonald, 1965). Natural examples of Piton de la Fournaise and

Miyakejima reveal that calderas may develop over times of days to

weeks during or after the magma withdrawal (Geshi et al., 2002;

Wright and Sakai, 2004; Michon et al., 2007). The pressure decrease

into the magma chamber caused by the magma withdrawal entails,

above all, the centripetal subsidence of the edifice (Fig. 8b). The

continuous inward deflation progressively changes the stress within

the edifice. Despite the pressure decrease within the magma chamber,

the centripetal deflation prevents the downward motion of the rock

column due to gravitational stress by increasing both the shear stressτ

opposite to the collapse and the shear strength along the pre-existing

ring faults, which are common on long-lived volcanoes (Fig. 8b). The

collapse of the rock column occurs when the difference between the



Fig. 8.Schematic representation of the mechanics of caldera collapse in basaltic setting. a—Initial stage. Long-lived volcanoes commonly present pre-existing ring faults resulting

from previous caldera collapse. b— Inward deflation related to magma withdrawal from the magma chamber. Despite gravitational stresses acting on the rock column above the

magma chamber, the column is sustained by additional normal and shear stresses applied on the ring fault and the remaining pressure within the magma chamber. The stress σ

resulting from deflation acting on the fault is decomposed into a normalσnand a shearτcomponent.ρ,handgcorrespond to the density and the height of the rock column, and

gravitational acceleration, respectively. Black and white arrows represent displacement vectors and stresses, respectively. c— Collapse of the rock column when the gravitational

stresses exceed the shear strength along the ring faults. The collapse of the column triggers an elastic rebound of the edifice by stress release. It may also induce an increase of the

magma outflow as revealed by the step by step increase of the emission rate at the surface after thefirst collapses during the April 2007 eruption of Piton de la Fournaise (Michon

et al., 2007). Each cycle is subsequently characterised by the succession of step b (inward deflation) and c (collapse and outward uplift).
gravitational stress and the pressure within the magma chamber is

sufficient so that the shear strength of the ring faults is exceeded (Fig.

8c). Then, the downward displacement stops when the pressure

increase into the magma chamber sustains the rock column anew.

We showed above that every collapse at Piton de la Fournaise and

Miyakejima were coeval with outward uplift of the caldera rim. Such

displacements were interpreted for Miyakejima as resulting from the

expansion of the magma chamber when the rock column intrudes it

(Kumagai et al., 2001). Although this hypothesis cannot be ruled out,

we prefer the following alternative explanation. The immediate, short

outward deformation of the caldera rim after the collapse corresponds

to the elastic response of the edifice, when the downward stress is

sporadically released during the motion of the rock column. The

ongoing subsidence, which directly results from the magma with-

drawal, promotes a new stress increase along the ring fault and

prevents the collapse of the rock column. The collapse occurs anew
when the shear strength is overcome by the gravitational stress

exerted on the rock column. Each cycle is consequently characterised

by the succession of (1) a deflation phase which inhibits the

downward displacement of the rock column, and (2) a sudden

collapse when the gravitational stress exceeds the shear strength

along the faults. The duration between two collapses may be

influenced by the injection of magmaticfluids along the ring faults.

In such a case, their shear resistance declines (Anderson, 1951;

Hubbert and Rubbey, 1959) and the time span between two collapses

could therefore decrease like at Fernandina and Piton de la Fournaise

for a constant or increasing magma withdrawal, and increase if the

rate of magma outflow decreases. RecentlyWright and Sakai (2004)

proposed that calderas develop only following high rates of magma

withdrawal. Following Druitt and Sparks (1984),Martí et al. (2000),

Roche and Druitt (2001),Geyer et al. (2006), we think that the

amount of magma withdrawal is the critical parameter that initiates



caldera formation. To this respect, one can note that the February and

December 2005 lateral eruptions of Piton de la Fournaise, which

shows similarities with the April 2007 eruption in terms of location of

the eruption site and nature of magma, but a volume of magma one

order of magnitude less important (15–20 · 106m3in 2005 and about

130 · 106 m3 in April 2007;Staudacher et al., 2009-this issue),

triggered a slight summit subsidence only (Peltier, 2007). Besides

the volume of withdrawn magma, the occurrence of a caldera collapse

is likely influenced by the strength of the edifice, the occurrence and

geometry of pre-existing ring faults, the depth and size of the magma

chamber (e.g.Acocella, 2007).

At Piton de la Fournaise, the step by step increase of both the

tremor and the emission rate at the eruption site, after thefirst

collapses, indicates that the rock column directly affected the magma

chamber by increasing the pressure into the magma reservoir

(Michon et al., 2007). Each collapse was accompanied by an ash

plume composed of lithics solely above the summit (Staudacher et al.,

2009-this issue). The simultaneity between deep and surface

processes suggests a continuum of deformation from the roof of the

magma chamber up to the surface. The collapse of such a piston-like

rock column may explain the predominance of the horizontal

component at both the base of the cone and the summit, whereH/V

values are around 2 for the period between March and April 2007.

According to Dieterich and Decker (1975), such a displacement

pattern is better explained by a vertically elongate axisymmetric

source of deformation. This deflation source could correspond to the

piston-like rock column that progressively moved downward. Hence,

we propose that the predominantly horizontal centripetal deforma-

tion of the edifice results from the vertical motion of the piston-like

column that allowed the“horizontal collapse”of the edifice.

This synthesis on the three best known basaltic calderas suggests

that when the magma withdrawal-related inward subsidence is

sufficiently advanced, the rock column between the magma chamber

and the surface, intermittently collapses. We propose that the pulsating

dynamics were resulting from a competition between deflation, which

prevents the collapse, and gravity exerted on the block, which makes it

possible despite deflation. It is noteworthy that pulsating eruption

dynamics have also been proposed for several silicic calderas (Rosi et al.,

1996, 1999; Troll et al., 2000; Reubi and Nicholls, 2004). This dynamic
Fig. 9.Evolution of the caldera collapse during the April 2007 eruption inferred from the surfa

depth of the magma chamber is still poorly constrained.
was mostly interpreted in terms of piecemeal caldera collapses. We

assume that the collapse mechanism determined for basaltic calderas

can be applied to silicic eruptions. The type of collapse, i.e., intermittent

or continuous, would be then influenced by the emission rate. In

summary, the volume and the rate of magma withdrawal would control

the collapse initiation and dynamics, respectively.

4.3. Geometry of the collapse at Piton de la Fournaise

Carter et al. (2007)recently proposed that the magma chamber

associated with the recurrent collapses of Dolomieu, before the April

2007 eruption, was located at around 1000 m below the surface, i.e.

1500 m asl. However, inversions of deformation data, GPS and

interferometry, related to the eruptions of Piton de la Fournaise

strongly suggest that dykes originate from a magma reservoir lying

between 0 and 800 m asl (Fukushima et al., 2005; Peltier et al., 2007).

Assuming that magma withdrawal from this magma chamber

triggered the April 2007 caldera collapse, the aspect ratio of the

caldera system, which corresponds to the depth versus width of the

magma reservoir (Roche et al., 2000), is about 2. Analogue models

indicate that for high aspect ratios multiple reverse faults break up the

roof into large pieces and subsidence occurs as a series of nested cones

(Roche et al., 2000, 2001).However, at Piton de la Fournaise, as at

Miyakejima where the aspect ratio is also high (Geshi et al., 2002), the

pulsating dynamics of the collapse rather suggests that the collapsed

rock column behaved as a coherent block (Kumagai et al., 2001). We

propose that the geometry differences between models and nature are

mainly due to the presence of pre-existing ring faults in nature,

whereas models are composed of isotropic materials.

On 6th April, 2007, thefirst observations of the caldera at Piton de

la Fournaise indicated the occurrence of afirst elongated collapse

structure bounded by sub-vertical scarps (Michon et al., 2007). The

presence of preserved polished surfaces on the scarps (Fig. 2b)

suggests that the subsidence was controlled by inward steep normal

faults in sub-surface (Fig. 9b). Considering the usual development of

steep outward reverse faults in analogue models (e.g.,Marti et al.,

1994), we propose that the base of these inward faults is connected to

outward dipping reverse faults, which are vertical at depth. The

remaining southern and eastern plateaus subsequently collapsed on
ce deformation. a—Initial stage. b—On April 6. c—After the collapse. The geometry and



7th April (see Fig. 4 inMichon et al., 2007). Their inward collapse can

be usefully compared to the tilting blocks, which develop on analogue

models between the central collapse and the outer normal ring faults

(Roche et al., 2000, 2001; Acocella, 2007). Hence, the pre-existing

southern and eastern boundaries of Dolomieu were probably

reactivated in normal faulting mode (Fig. 9c). The inward deformation

related to the tilt of the southern plateau probably affected the

southern rim of the caldera as suggested by the occurrence of maximal

inward displacements along its southern limit for the period between

March and May 2007. Thus, the spatial correlation between the

densest fracture zone, the maximal displacements of the caldera rim

and the inward tilt of the southern plateau into the caldera suggests

that the displacements recorded by GPS result from both a general

deflation due to the magma withdrawal from the magma chamber and

local effects due to the caldera collapse. Besides the clear control of

pre-existing structures in the April 2007 collapse, the similar

geometry of Dolomieu before and after the collapse suggests that

the source of the collapse, i.e. the magma chamber, did not

significantly change during the last hundred years.

5. Conclusion

We implemented in November 2005 a new GPS network around

the summit collapsed structure of Piton de la Fournaise in order to

determine the deformation related to collapse events. The present

work clearly shows that the network allowed a precise determination

of the summit deformation during and after the April 2007 caldera

collapse. Moreover, combining GPS data and a structural analysis, we

highlight the relationship between the inward displacements, the

development of concentric fractures and the dynamics of collapse.

The paper also presents several sources leading to the formation of

concentric fractures. Concentric fractures, which are restricted to the

first tens of meters of the caldera edge result from extension stresses

that are related to (1) the inward tilt of the calderafloor during the

successive collapses of the rock column, (2) the reactivation of hidden

limits of paleo-collapsed structures and (3) the progressive replen-

ishment of the caldera by lavaflows, the load causing a local downsag.

The seismicity and deformation data for the caldera collapses at

Fernandina, 1968, Miyakejima, 2000, and Piton de la Fournaise, 2007,

suggest a similar pulsating collapse mechanism. Taking into account

the stress evolution into the edifice, we propose a unifying model of

caldera collapse in basaltic setting that explains the cyclic deformation.

The pulsating dynamics result from a competition between deflation,

which prevents the collapse, and gravity exerted on the rock column

above the magma chamber, which makes it possible despite deflation.

Finally, the structure of the new caldera of Piton de la Fournaise and

its evolution during the collapse is explained by the collapse of a

coherent block limited by vertical to outward dipping faults at depth

and sub-surface normal faults. The similar contours of Dolomieu before

the collapse and of the new caldera, remarkably shows the control of

the pre-existing structures in the April 2007 caldera collapse.
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